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In 2023, Next eShare.one will once again continue the successful “Joint Stand for Electromobility 

& Smart City” format at the Essen Motor Show together with e-mobilio from Munich. 

The latest, most innovative electric automobiles from selected manufacturers and car dealer 

groups will be presented, starting with NIO, TESLA, BYD (Senger Group), VINFAST, 

Ford/KIA/Greatwall (MOHAG Motorwagen-Handelsgesellschaft mbH), CENNTRO (Autohaus 

Kneifel) and an accident-prone TESLA Maschmeyer (one of the largest and most modern body 

and paint centers in Germany), a fully electric beer crate and a TESLA Roadster, in the special 

show 20 years of TESLA. 

Since 2013, Andreas Allebrod from Sauerland has been organizing electric and long-range 

motor vehicles at the Essen Motor Show together with Uwe Gösser. “We want to provide the 

broadest possible overview of electric vehicles and the rapid development,” says e-car and car 

sharing pioneer Andreas Allebrod. According to the current status, around 1,000 square meters 

of exhibition space is available in the car manufacturer's hall, Hall 3, at the West entrance, 

opposite E.ON. 

The Munich-based provider of a comprehensive ecosystem for electromobility and a digital e-

purchase advisor for customers of car dealerships, insurance companies and fleet operators “e-

mobilio” with its team led by Uwe Gösser is participating as a co-partner for the second time. 

As a trade fair premiere, the upper class and premium brand NIO is once again presenting the 

new smart all-round SUV, the “NIO eL6”, at this year’s Essen Motor Show. But trade fair 

premieres can also be expected from BYD and VINFAST. 

Other manufacturers with exciting e-cars could appear on the last mile at the “Electromobility & 

Smart City” joint stand. You shouldn’t be surprised about the German manufacturers, neither 

BMW nor OPEL or VW dare to show the electric cars when sales are declining, the cross-media 

reports prove to be true Unfortunately, it is becoming increasingly clear that the market is being 

left to other providers. 

The Essen Motor Show shows the visitors who find their way to Essen from all over Germany 

and neighboring countries shortly before Christmas not only general tuning but also many sporty 

and everyday-ready automobiles and are particularly interested in environmentally friendly 

mobility and that is what the initiators are counting on with your eCars. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

About eShare.one 

Next eShare.one is a mobility service provider for everyone. The company's focus is on 

eCarSharing in the Flinkster network and on the latest e-cars in the eCAR trial rental. Through 

the well-known federal project RUHRAUTOe, Andreas Allebrod was able to make an important 

contribution to the development of electromobility in the Ruhr area and beyond.  

 

Click here for the Website. 
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